STON ES OF THE GODS
In remote locations, these ancient artifacts can be found unprotected, but hidden. They were tools and weapons of an
ancient war forgotten by all civilizations.
THE SNAKE MONOLITH: This monolith looks like a snake entangled on itself. It is located in the middle of the meadows
size of 25.000 acres. The more snakes you see, the closer to The Snake Monolith you get. The last 1000 yards bristle with
different kinds of snakes. Those who approach The Snake monolith through the swarm of snakes must Save every round,
or get stung with poison. The poison deals 1d6 points of damage every round until cured.
Whoever touches The Snake Monolith must make a Save or turn into a (random) snake. The effect can be reversed with
remove curse or similar means, but it is nigh impossible to find the right target amongst thousands, probably millions, of
snakes. If you act quick within two rounds of the transformation of your fellow, your chance to spot the right snake is
your WIS bonus in % (roll d100 under your WIS bonus). Everyone trying to look for the snake adds their WIS bonus to
the probability, minimum of 1% per searcher (negative or 0 WIS bonus counts as 1%). After two rounds, the odds to find
the subject drop significantly from d100 to d1000. After 10 rounds it is impossible to find him anymore.
INFINITE CRYSTAL: High in the mountains, the purple-blue crystal shines it’s eternal dim light leading climbers to it.
Around the gigantic Infinite Crystal are smaller crystals, around human size. Every day at noon the crystal pulsates and
transform those who fail to Save into crystals sized of themselves. These crystals were used as ammunition in the war.
The crystals weight about the same as the person it was before, and are quite valuable. The crystalized person has all her
mental capabilities but is unable to move, thus speak aloud. Every spell can be cast that doesn't need gestures or
vocabulary. AC of the victim is 6 better.
TELEPORTATION STONE TO WURATHETH’S HELLISH MANSION: Stone slab with sacred hieroglyphs. When stepped
on and the hieroglyphs are read aloud, the teleport activates and sends those in 1000 feet radius into the mansion
courtyard of the god Wuratheth. The god is long dead, and now his mansion is a home of scavenging imps, mutants, and
other fiendish monsters. Although the mansion’s been ravaged for aeons, there might be some weird artifacts left…
Game Master can use any monster from the monster lists she uses, just re-dress the description from orcs and gnomes to
imps and mutants. You can also use any random treasure list, just redress them weird. In example lightning rod could be
laser-shooting gauntlet.
INVISIBLE THEATRE: This stone archway cannot be seen with normal means. Only magic or special apparatuses can
show its location. To find it, you must know what you are looking for. Entering it leads to an amphitheater where gods
made their best warriors, magicians and monsters fight each other before the war. It was a peaceful solution to test
powers and to resolve arguments. Within the amphitheater the god of sloth, Fat Yuzimemn is feeding the corpses of those
combatants that left there when the war broke out. He is hungry and fed up with the taste of rotting flesh.
YUZIMEMN: HD: 25 | AC: 1 [18] | Attacks: Devour (Save or be eaten) | Save: F20 | Movement: Can reach anything inside
the theatre, but cannot leave it.
TEETH HENGE: The henge made of giant teeth was used to get rid of casualties of war. They chewed the corpses leaving
the souls behind to harvest for other uses. When the gods either died or fled the battlefield, some of the souls of the
bodies Teeth Henge grinded were left behind. The area of Teeth Henge is haunted by lost souls. Many of these souls are
confused and want to be freed, but there are also malicious spirits around (wraiths, shadows etc.).
Those who walk inside the circle of teeth, must Save or be pounded. Only their spirit will be left behind.
ORACLE: Oracle is not a stone, but a god who fossilized Herself making her invulnerable. When the war ended, She was
forgotten and no one released Her from her monolithic status. Ages passed and only Her head is above the ground. She
knows ancient secrets of the gods and the war and ages before. But what She yearns the most is freedom. Oracle is only
one who can tell of the ancient war of the gods. Those who free Her, will gain immortality. Immortality as fossilized gods.
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